
For over 30 years, TOMAR Electronics, located in Gilbert, Arizona, has engineered, designed, and manufactured the 
highest quality, most reliable and extremely efficient audible and visual warning signals. Tomar Electronics is dedicated to 
perfecting strobe and LED technology and continues to define the standard for warning light performance into the twenty-
first century. 

From assemblers to administration, TOMAR is continually improving manufacturing efficiencies while preserving the 
consistent quality of our work. We take great pride in our efforts toward providing innovative products that save lives.

 

· An advanced computerized circuit simulator that defines critical tolerance parameters and troubleshoots
  for potential design weaknesses. 
· Surface Mount Technology Computer Automated (SMT) Component Pick and Place Assembly 
· A 100 foot automated light measurement tunnel which uses photometers calibrated to display
  measurements in candelas effective in accordance with FAA, and IES standards. High speed photodiodes
  are used to measure and display light pulse wave shapes to insure accuracy in light intensity output
  specifications. 
· A fully equipped and certified test lab, capable of making all tests and measurements. 
· A fast scanning spectroradiometer for color measurements.

 

Research and Development
The cornerstone of innovation.

The performance and reliability of TOMAR products evolves from over a quarter century of intensive research and 
development of high efficiency electronic circuit designs and innovative optics.

TOMAR’s staff of highly specialized engineers employ state-of-the-art electronic design and testing equipment to create the 
most advanced warning signals available. TOMAR’s testing and research equipment includes:

Manufacturing and Quality Control  Striving to produce high quality products.

Rigorous quality control standards and detailed inspections are implemented at various stages in the production process. 
Fixture “burn-in” provides for an unprecedented 100% testing of all TOMAR products to ensure accurate and trouble 
free performance for the life of the strobe. Statistical Process Control is used to monitor production quality with detailed 
precision. TOMAR’s warranties are among the longest in the industry, made possible by the dedication to quality in both 
the design and manufacturing processes. A computerized system integrating order entry, inventory, and production control 
helps to facilitate rapid order fulfillment.

TOMAR Online 

Visit our web site for the latest product up-dates, documentation and other helpful information at: www.tomar.com
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970L Scorpion lightbar

 RECT-13LS & RECT-14LS lightheads
TOMAR’s RECT-13LS & dual channel RECT-14LS are ultra mini, ultra high 
intensity, LED warning lights. They are made of optical Lexan and hermetically 
sealed, and their fit anywhere design makes installation a breeze. They’re  some 
of the smallest warning lights on the market to meet SAE J845, SAE J595 and 
CAL Title 13 specifications. 

The compact size of the RECT-13LS & RECT-14LS makes them perfect auxiliary lights for all the 
hard to fit locations. Mount directly to the body, the rearview mirror, grille or the license plate. 
A complete line of brackets means you can mount this light practically anywhere.

200S & RECT25 Windshield Mounted Units
Designed with the latest LED technology, the TOMAR 200S and the iLED™ RECT-25 
self-contained windshield mount units provide a sleek low-profile with extreme light 
output. Lighting units feature a flash selector switch and cigar plug and are available 
separately or with windshield mount hardware. There are two mounting designs to 
choose from which ensures a proper fit in any front or rear windshield application.

Available in High Power, Standard Power and Low Current configurations and with 
multiple flash rates and patterns.

940 Series Digital Control Panel and Siren Amplifier
The 940–DCP control panel features six programmable function switches, integrated siren 
controls and four progressive mode switches allowing Jump To Mode™ activation as well as 
a traffic direction switch for use with TOMAR LED or NEOBE® lightbars equipped with the 
traffic direction option. The 940–DCP is backlit with LED indicators for easy identification 
and features a spill resistant housing.  Connections are made via a simple RJ45 connection 
to the lightbar or 940 Siren Amp. All switches are a durable magnetic touch pad rated for 10 million 

operations. The 940–SIREN combines the 940–DCP Digital Control Panel and the 940–AMP Siren 
Amplifier into a single unit for simplified installation.

The SPK100 Slimline speaker is 100 watts and designed for use in emergency vehicles, security 
alarm, public safety, and 2-way radio systems. The two-piece aluminum bell houses the driver and 
provides complete weather and corrosion protection for all internal components. 
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TOMAR Electronics Inc. designs and manufactures a complete line of 
industry leading lightbars, lightheads, self-contained &  complete vehicle 
systems, controllers & Sirens and power supplies. All our emergency 
products are built to last and come with the best warranty in the business.  
TOMAR’s extensive catalog of emergency vehicle lighting and sirens can 
be found at www.tomar.com.

RECT-25-CHMSL
The TOMAR RECT-25-CHMSL self-contained rear deck mounted unit fits seamlessly around the vehicle’s CHMSL 
light and hugs the contour of the rear window. Designed for the Crown Victoria this stylish light unit can be used on 
the Charger and Impala with only slight modifications to the shape of the shroud. The RECT-25-CHMSL provides a 
clean “factory equipment” look and eliminates distracting reflected light often produced by unshielded lightheads.

The RECT-25-CHMSL contains two synchronized RECT-25 lightheads that can be externally synchronized with up to 
eight additional lightheads. Tomar’s RECT-25-CHMSL is available with 6, 9, or 12 ultra-high intensity LEDs. TOMAR’s new 970L Scorpion™ lightbar maintains the rugged structure 

of Tomar’s previous line of lightbars but with a low profile modern look. With 
extruded aluminum housing, cast aluminum end caps, and optical Lexan light 

modules the 970L lightbar is built to last. The 970L lightbar includes many scalable 
features such as 3 or 6 LED front and rear warning modules, 6 or 12 LED corner modules 

and your choice of halogen or LED take down and alley lights. With this much versatility you 
are sure to find a configuration that meets your budget and performance needs.

200 Series Traffic Directors & Warning Systems
The 200 Series Traffic Directors & Warning Systems are all designed with the latest LED technology, and provide a 
sleek low-profile look with extreme light output. Our latest LED designs are based on TIR (Total Internal Reflection) 
technology and provide unprecedented off-center visibility and a unique thermal management system that utilizes the 
200’s entire housing to draw heat away from the LEDs for longer life and more consistent light output.

R13 & R14 L-Sticks
These mini lightsticks are designed for easy maintenance using TOMAR’s mini RECT-13 or RECT-14, ultra-high intensity 
lamp modules for easy replacement. The L-Stick series is designed to deliver unparalleled performance in any weather 
condition. The all weather waterproof design includes hermetically sealed lamps, a potted internal control module as 
well as waterproof harness connections making it suitable for all mounting locations.


